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Brand Discovery Workbook
for Skincare Entrepreneurs

Print me out, get comfy & get inspired!



Brand discovery questions 

To create a meaningful brand identity, you need to do a little bit of discovery into 
your business first. These questions will help you focus and clarify what you want to 
communicate through your branding.

1. What’s the motivation behind starting your business? Why do you do what you do?

2. What key ingredients do you use in your products and why? 

3. Who are your current customers, and who would you like them to be?

4. What’s special about what you offer?

5. Who are your competitors, and what do you do differently to them?

6. What price point will your products retail at?

7. Which retailers would you love to have as stockists?
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Look & feel

1. Thinking about your answers above, circle the words below that would be the best fit for 
your brand look & feel (feel free to add your own!):

Polished
Organic
Rustic
Precise
Scientific
Fun
Bright
Muted
Vintage
Playful
Sophisticated
Edgy
Expert

Colourful
Exclusive
Friendly
Bold
Delicate
Girly
Everyday
Luxe
Sleek
Minimal
Joyful
Traditional
Exciting

Natural
Magical
Futuristic
Sensuous
Clean
Refined
Glamorous
Pretty
Soft
Modern
Quirky
Simple
Botanical

2. Now, in a different coloured pen, circle the words that definitely don’t fit your brand. It can 
be really useful ruling out what your brand shouldn’t look like.

3. From the key words you circled first, write below the five words that are most important. 
You can only have five!
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Examples

Here are some examples of well-known beauty brands and their look & feel:

Aesop

Minimal, traditional, 
clean, strong, organic

Tata Harper

Luxe, refined, natural, 
delicate, bright

GlamGlow

Glamorous, futuristic, 
fun, exciting, bold

Eucerin

Scientific, everyday, 
expert, clean, sleek

Can you see how the combination of colours, textures, typography and packaging materials 
combines to create a unique look and feel for each brand?
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Get creative

What colours, typography styles, textures, patterns and packaging might fit your brand? Grab 
some magazines or head to Pinterest, keep your five key words to hand, and pull out any 
images that resonate. Create yourself a mini mood board!
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Next steps

Hopefully this workbook has helped you get inspired and start to think of some ideas 
around your brand identity. So what’s next?

FREE DISCOVERY CALL
Arrange a free 20 minute discovery call with me to explore where you could 

go with your brand - and how I can help. Email me to book your preferred date and time.

BRAND IDENTITY DESIGN PACKAGES
I offer brand identity, label and packaging design, starting from £780. 

Payment plans are available. Get in touch for all the details.

WEBSITE DESIGN
Custom-built websites on the Wordpress platform, from £1200.

GET IN TOUCH

e nancy@aligned-design.co

w aligned-design.co

f facebook.com/wearealigned

t +44 (0)7812 544332
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